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What is WSPR?
WSPR or Weak Signal Propagation Reporter is 
a digital protocol created in 2008 by Astro 
Physicist and Nobel Laureate Joe Taylor K1JT 



WSPR signals are usually less than 5 watts and 
are useful to get real time feedback on 
propagation, and antenna efficiency.

Amateur stations can be WSPR transmitters 
(beacons), OR receivers (spotters) OR both. 

WSPRnet website lists WSPR interactions by 
call sign, grid location, time, and provides a 
map of “spots” in near real time.



That’s nice, so what’s in it for me?
WSPR provides a means to test HF 
propagation in real time from YOUR station 
location

WSPR provides a means of testing antenna 
effectiveness in real time for YOUR antenna.

WSPR provides real time feedback of YOUR 
antenna directional characteristics

Still works when propagation is poor

Provides service to the Worldwide Amateur 
Radio community

Is my Rig, Antenna, Coax, Tuner Working?



WSPR Protocol
The type of radio emission uses 
frequency-shift keying. A message 
contains a station's 
callsign, Maidenhead grid locator, 
and transmitter power in dBm.

Built into the protocol is strong 
forward error correction and 
redundancy

110 Second transmission initiated 
and synchronized with even 
minutes of coordinated universal 
time

Narrow bandwidth of 5.9 Hz 
provides good Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR)



WSPR Station Components; Beacons
WSPR Beacons are available Ultimate 3 Kit    
from QRP Labs, 

WSPRLite from SOTABeams, 

Raspberry Pi, 

Arduino Shields

Beacons are transmitters only and allow for 
weak signals to be transmitted and spotted by 
distant stations.  

The stations that are running WSPR as a full 
xmt/rcv WSPR reporting station are internet 
connected, and publish reports (spots) to a 
common website. 



WSPR Station Components; Reporting 
Stations
Allows you to participate in the worldwide 
reporting network (report reception of 
remote station transmissions )

HF Transceiver (5 watts typical)

Soundcard (internal or Signalink etc)

PC , Mac, Linux (Raspberry Pi version too)

WSPR Software From Princeton.edu

If you are setup for FLDigi, Winlink, or 
other digital modes using a soundcard, you 
have what you need for WSPR

http://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/wspr.html


WSPR Setup (Windows & HF Transceiver)
Download the WSPR Software and configure it 
for your equipment (Rig Control, CallSign, Grid 
Location, WSPR does CAT control and 
Soundcard Codecs)

Good Idea to enable NTP or download a PC 
UTC time sync program like Dimension 4

Adjust the receive of the Signalink to get as 
close to 0 Db as possible Rx Noise

Adjust Transceiver for lowest SWR and proper 
ALC for the chosen Band, set Digital mode.

Reduce Transceiver to 5 Watts or less

Choose if you want to upload spots for others 
(Kind of the whole purpose here)

When you are ready, unclick “Idle” box

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Time_Protocol
https://dimension-4.en.softonic.com/


WSPRnet Website http://wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/spots

http://wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/spots


WSPRnet Website http://wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/spots

http://wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/spots


WSPRLite from SOTABeams
Compact portable device that acts as a standalone beacon

Configured from PC for Callsign, Band, Grid Locator, and Power

Uses standard mini USB port for +5 Volt Power.

SMA Antenna Connector (SO 239 Adaptor available)

Lots of Cool Features when you go to Dxplorer Website
 antenna performance testing (great for contesters)

 compare antennas

 compare locations

 test beam antennas

 spot openings during portable operation



DXplorer Website 
http://dxplorer.net/wspr/tx/?callsign=g3cwi&band=10&timelimit=1w&callsign2=g0mjw

Allows you to compare your spots with the 
spots of nearby WSPRLite Beacons (Marty 
KB4MG in this example).

Allows for a time based analysis

Graphs are available to show propagation over 
long periods

Provides a world map of Spots

DX10 Listing of last stations to spot you 
ordered by distance

http://dxplorer.net/wspr/tx/?callsign=g3cwi&band=10&timelimit=1w&callsign2=g0mjw






Low chance of 
propagation on 20 
meters, but WSPR 
got through to 
GX3WSC in England



WSPR – “It will be HUGE!”
WSPR;

WSPR Software & User Guide

Great WSPRLite Primer on YouTube;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxmRnS3lSc8

DXplorer

http://dxplorer.net/

Ultimate 3s multi mode transmitter kit is on the 
following web site;

http://www.qrp-labs.com/

You can read about the multi-mode beacon here;

http://www.hanssummers.com/ultimate3/u3s.html

http://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/wspr.html
http://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/k1jt/WSPR_2.0_User.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxmRnS3lSc8
http://dxplorer.net/
http://www.qrp-labs.com/
http://www.hanssummers.com/ultimate3/u3s.html

